The neural network represents an important method for solving several problems in many applications. This paper will prove the failure of neural network with algebraic attack which makes it impossible to be used as a tool for solving the linear Boolean equations that generated after applying linearization on the nonlinear equation that generated from applied algebraic attack on the generators of stream cipher. Here when be used deferent types of neural networks such as perceptron , or Boolean neural network, will take long time without arrived to the correct solution (secret key for cipher system),compare with the mathematical method such as Gaussian elimination that given the correct solution with short time.
1.Introduction

1.1.neural network
Neural network have recently been used in many fields such as pattren recognition, image processing, adaptive filtering, speech processing also used to do neural computations in linear algebra field [1, 2] . But more important from all these fields using neural network in the information securety, where its represent as a branch of cryptography for use in encryption and cryptanalysis called Neural Cryptography [3, 4] . Using neural network in the cryptanalysis to destroy the security of the information for known the meaning of the encrypted information or known the secret key, that what is interested with it in this paper, essentially how using it with algebraic attack. But before that must be explained its components and who its work.
A neuron in ANN is represented by a simple processing unit that has three functions:
It takes one or more inputs, performs a mathematical transformation on these inputs and outputs the resulting value [5] . Where each unit(neural) has K inputs x={x 1 , x 2 ,…x k }, and is capable of taking a number of states, each described by vector of p real numbers, known as weights or parameters, each input connected with its corresponding weight and applied the active function to find the output.
(1)
Sigmoid is a simple example of active function, which returns -1,0 or 1:
The type of the active function determine how calculate the output of the neural, where there are several types of neural depends on the active function such as (linear, polynomial, spiking) [6, 5] . Also there another class of neural network called Boolean neural network where the input and output vectors are a string of binary bit (0,1), where its used for executing or implementing the Boolean functions [7, 8, 9] . Anural network is formed when we place units at vertices of directed graph, with the arcs of digraph representing the flows of signals between units. Some of units are called input units: these receive signals not from other units, but instead they take their signals from outside environment. Units that do not transmit signals to others units called output units. All other units that take and given signals from or to other units called hidden units. As shown in figure (1) [6] . The problem of solving linear equations is ubiquitous in numerous fields in science, engineering, and business. In mathematics, n order linear equations formulated as:
The linear-equations problem is generally can define as follows:
Where coefficient matrix A ∈ R n×n , coefficient vector b ∈ R n×1 , and x ∈ R n×1 is the unknown vector to be obtained.
, and
There are two general types of solution to the problem of linear equations. One is the numerical algorithms performed on digital computers. Usually, the minimal arithmetic operations for such a numerical algorithm are proportional to the cube of the coefficient matrix dimension n, i.e., O(n 3 ) operations. Evidently, such serial-processing numerical algorithms may not be efficient enough for large-scale online or real-time application [10] . There for the neural dynamic approach is now regarded as a powerful alternative for solving a system of linear equations because of its parallel distributed nature and convenience of hardware implementation. Where proved its successfully for solving the linear and nonlinear equations with different type of neural network in many researches such as [10,11,12,13,…etc.] . For achieving simple fast-computation characteristics, the linear activation function f(u) = u will be used for constructing all the neurons of such a BP neural network, and each neuron's threshold value is set to be zero for the same purposes. We could define the neural network weights as: (5) Evidently, the relationship between network coefficients and linear equations coefficients represent as: A is the input to the neural network, b is the ideal output of the network, and w is the approximate solution for the system equations. As shown in figure (2).That convert eq(4) to:
Figure2. A simple BP neural network for solving Aw ≈ b
Eventually, applying sequences of iteration of changing the weights of network, will leads to the approximate solution to the equations [1,10]
2.Algebraic attack
The algebraic attack is a new cryptanalysis method to destroy the secret message by finding the secret key. Its convert the problem from finding the secret key (initial value) to solving multivariable system of algebraic equations, where an algebraic equation is related to the initial key bits and the output keystream bits, and then it is solved through linearization techniques or any other proper techniques, where the solution of the system equations represent the initial value (secret key) [14] [15].
Algebraic attack applied on several cipher system, in this paper will take algebraic attack on the toycrypt system as example on the combiner generator without memory for stream cipher, where it consist of two registers, where the system of equations for it ,will represented with binary matrix as in eq (11) . After then insert the key stream (Z) to the equation, to calculate the variables (Si) that represent secret key(initial value) [16] .
Applying neural network on Boolean equations of the algebraic attack
As we mentioned in the previous, successful using neural networks for solving the linear and nonlinear system of equations and finding it's approximate solutions. And successful applying algebraic attack on several systems by using mathematical tools such as Gaussian elimination. Now, the algebraic attack will be applied by using neural network as a tool. But when we applying neural network on the system of Boolean equations, must be make some change on the operation of the classical network to sufficient the nature of Boolean equations, where the input, output, and weights of the network must be (0,1), and the operation that used in the connected among them and a modification the weights must be Boolean operation (AND, XOR).
Where f refer to the active function ( actual output of the neuron), t is a threshold =0.5. ) (
 : mean (xor function), : is the learning rate equal to 1, z i is the ideal output of the equation(pattern) i, and will choice w 0 initial weights equal to zeros . Before applying neural network on the algebraic attack, will be attempt to apply it on the simple system of Boolean equations to prove failure or corrected its work.
Example 1:
Must mentioned (+) operation her refer to (xor) operation in the Boolean system. This system have four variables can be represent as input coefficient matrix M, and ideal output as a vector Z=(1,0,0,0).
Can be solving this system using the neural networks with the same time of Gaussian elimination for arriving to the initial value (x 1 =1, x 2 = 1, x 3 =0, x 4 =1).
Example 2:
This system have five variables can be represents as:
The solution of this system as (x 1 =1, x 2 =1, x 3 =0, x 4 =1, x 5 =1), can be found using neural network and Gaussian elimination with the same time. After applying neural network for solving several systems of Boolean equations, its proved successfully with system that have less than 7 variables, while failed with the systems that have more than 7 variable. Where when be using for solving system with 8 variables cannot arrived to the correct solution until 100000 iteration through around 4 minute. This time is able to increment with increment the number of the variables and the equations. Also when using it for solving small system cannot be found the correct result such as:
This system if we solved manually can be found two correct result given the same output these are : either (x 1 =1, x 2 =0, x 3 =1), or (x 1 =0, x 2 =1, x 3 =0). These multi choice of solutions make the network entered on the open looping without stopped, because it cannot detected any one solution is the correct. Now, neural network will be applied on the system of Boolean equations that result from applied algebraic attack on the toyocryt cipher where its display on eq (11) . But it must be mentioned that the practical attack does not need all these equations, rather it needs at least number of steps equal to the number of monomials that are expected to appear in the system. We can describe system of toycrypt equation with multiplying the matrix(coefficients of monomials) with the vector of monomials and equal the final to vector z (keystream) as shown in eq (11) ). While using neural network model for solving the same system of Boolean equations, will be arrived to the 100000 iterations in 6 minute around without appear the correct result (correct secret key).That proved the failure of using neural networks for solving the system of Boolean equations of algebraic attack.
Conclusion
As mentioned above, neural network using in many application among them mathematical fields, where its successful for solving linear and nonlinear system of equations using classical neural network. Also can be used Boolean neural network for implement and execute the Boolean functions. But when we using the classical neural network for solving system of Boolean equations that generated from algebraic attack, then failure because the larger and real value of the weights of the network that represent the solution, where it's not convenient with the desired solution(binary secret key). Therefor have be used Boolean neural network with some change on the operation to convenient with the nature of the system, where weight must be as binary number and applied (xor) operation in the activation function. This type of network successful with system have small number variables until 6 or 7 variables, can be solved these system with the similar time of using mathematical methods (Gaussian). But its failure with linear system of Boolean equation such as that generated from applied algebraic attack on the toycrypt cipher, where its arrived to 100000 in time around 6 minute without appear the correct solution (secret key), and that time able to increase with increment the number of variables. As you know in simple cipher system must there are large number of variables, that make the algebraic attack failure since it cannot found the secret key in the desire time, where the time represent the challenge on the any type of attack. While can solve the system of equations and find the secret key using Gaussian elimination with small time arrived to 0.0305s around for toycrypt. Must be mentioned the number of equations must be at least equal or larger than the number of the variables, when we using Gaussian elimination or neural network. 
5.Refernces
